Section 1.01 If a chapter falls below the CSU Men’s Undergraduate Average (All Men’s Average):

(a) For one semester the chapter will be placed on an Academic Program.

(i) The Chapter on the Academic Program will:
   1) Meet with the Vice President of Scholarship two (2) times throughout the semester. The first time within the first five academic weeks and the second time between the tenth and twelfth academic week.
   2) Submit a complete chapter Academic Plan that is individualized to the chapter and approved by the Vice President of Scholarship.
      a) In the event the chapter has already submitted an Academic Plan due to being on continuing probation, the chapter will review their plan with the Vice President of Scholarship and make any necessary changes.
   3) Complete one (1) grade check for all members during the eighth academic week in a format that is approved by the Vice President of Scholarship.
   4) Attend all roundtables and academic workshops held by the Vice President of Scholarship.

(b) For two or more consecutive semesters or for three or more times in five semesters, the chapter will complete Section I, Subsection A, Number 1 and be sent to the Interfraternity Council Judicial board for a hearing where the Vice President of Scholarship will stand witness:

(i) The Judicial Board sanctions may include:
   1) Placing the chapter on social probation
   2) Educational workshops
   3) Loss of council sponsored events and programs.

(ii) In any subsequent semester where the chapter is below the All Men’s Average the Judicial Board will:
   1) Review their previous semester’s decision and place chapter back on an Academic Program with the option of more severe sanctions.

(c) If no Judicial Board is established by the end of the tenth week of the semester, a panel of members at large will be established to take the place and responsibilities of the Judicial Board.

(i) The panel of members at large will consist of five members, each from a different chapter, who must hold an executive position in their chapter with preference for chapter presidents. Members of the panel cannot be from the chapter in question.

(ii) The IFC Vice President of Judicial Affairs, who will not have a vote in the matter, will establish and chair the panel.